ABSTRACT. The ring of invariant polynomials for the adjoint action of a Lie group on its Lie algebra is described for the inhomogeneous unitary and special orthogonal groups.
In particular a new proof is given for the fact that this ring for the inhomogeneous Lorentz group is generated by two algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials of degrees two and four. The ring of invariant polynomials for the adjoint action of the inhomogeneous special Lorentz group is generated by two algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials of degrees two and four.
In this paper a technique used in the above is employed to obtain another proof of this result. More generally the above ring for the inhomogeneous unitary and special orthogonal groups is essentially described.
A method due to J. Rosen is used to obtain invariant polynomials for the inhomogeneous groups from those of the homogeneous groups of next higher dimension.
The author wishes to thank Professor R. Ranga Rao of the University of Illinois for suggesting the problem and making available the above mentioned lecture notes. 1 . We now present some definitions, notation and preliminary results. Let 77: G -► GL(V) be a representation of a group G on a finite dimensional vector space V. Let S(V) denote the symmetric algebra of V and recall that S(V) = ©°°=o^ (y)> where 5 (V) is the subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree 72. We shall let 7(G, V, 77) denote the algebra of polynomials in S(V) invariant under the induced action of G on S(V); note that 7(G, V, 77) = 0^=OÍS"(V) H KG, V, 77)!. Now let V* be the dual space of V and let P(V) = PÍV) as follows:
Then denote the algebra of all p £ P(V) invariant under this action by /*(G, V, n).
Now let B be a nondegenerate bilinear form on V. We can identify V* with V via B by letting v -► v* where v*(w) = B(w, v), v, w £ V. Moreover, we define 27*: G -► GL(V*), the representation contragradient to 77, by letting
Finally, let V** be the dual space of V* and identify V** with V via B by let- Note. In the sequel we shall omit " *" and "**" from elements in dual spaces.
Let W = {(y, AI) £ (F* ©^ E)*|y / 0\ and let 17 = [(y, Al) g (F* ©p L)*|y = y e , 0 < y eß and AI = (t?2 ..) with t?2 . = 0 = 772. , 1 < 7 < «}. Corollary 5.7. 7*(C4 ©p 8o(4, C)) = C[pQ, f42\.
Proof. Let p £ 7*(C4 © 8o(4, C)) n PJa ((C4 ©p 8o(4, C))*), and choose t minimal such that (p0Yp £ C[p0, P4 2}-Since p is homogeneous then (p0)'p = p0Q(pQ, p4 2) + a(p4 2)b fot 0 £ C[Xy X2], a £ C, and some positive integer b. Now if t / 0 then a/ 0; but then pQ divides pA^ in P((C4 ©p 8o(4, C))*).
As this is not the case we must have t = 0 and p £ C[pQ, p4 2\.
Remark. Unfortunately we cannot obtain similar corollaries for 7*(C2m © 80(2772, O), 772 > 3, and l*(V ®n $in, C)), 72 > 3.
6. Now by d.l) statements similar to those of (5-4), (5.6) and (5.7) can be be made for 7(C" © 80(72, C)) and l(V ®n <$in, O), 72 > 3-Moreover, since C" © u(t2) is a real form of V ©^ gUn, C) the same can be said of 7(C" © u(t2)). In fact in (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7) we can clearly replace C" xp SO(n, C), C" ©n 80(77, C), V xn GL(n, C) and V© " <AXn, C) by Ba+b xp S0(a, b), Ra+b 
